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Temperature induced valence phase transition in
intermediate-valent YbPd2Al3†
Frank Stegemann,a Juliane Stahl,b Manfred Bartsch,c Helmut Zacharias,c
Dirk Johrendtb and Oliver Janka *a
A temperature induced valence phase transition from Yb3+ at higher temperatures to Yb2+ at lower
temperatures was observed at T ¼ 110(1) K for intermetallic YbPd2Al3. The title compound has been
prepared from the elements in sealed tantalum ampoules. The structure was reﬁned from single-crystal
data and the title compound was found to crystallize in the hexagonal YNi2Al3 type structure with space
group P6/mmm and lattice parameters of a ¼ 929.56(7) and c ¼ 420.16(3) pm (300 K data). Full ordering
of the Pd and Al atoms within the [Pd2Al3]d polyanion was observed. Magnetic measurements revealed
an anomaly in the dc susceptibility data and intermediate valent Yb at higher temperature, as observed
from the eﬀective magnetic moment. The proposed valence phase transition was also observed as a ltype anomaly in heat capacity measurements (T ¼ 108.4(1) K), however, no systematic shift of the l-peak
was observed in ﬁeld dependent heat capacity measurements. An antiferromagnetic ordering at this
temperature, however, could be excluded, based on ﬁeld-dependent susceptibility measurements and
magnetization isotherms. No dynamic phenomenon was observed in ac susceptibility measurements,
excluding e.g. spin-glass behavior. Subsequent temperature dependent single-crystal and powder X-ray
diﬀraction experiments indicated a steep increase in the length of the c axis around T ¼ 110 K upon
cooling. However, no structural phase transition was found via single-crystal diﬀraction experiments
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conducted at 90 K. The anomaly was also observed in other physical measurements of e.g. the electrical
resistivity, indicating a clear change in the electronic structure of the material. X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy conducted at room temperature shows the presence of both, Yb2+ and Yb3+, underlining

DOI: 10.1039/c9sc04437j

the mixed-valent state. Members of the solid solution Yb1xCaxPd2Al3 (x ¼ 0.33, 0.67, 1) were ﬁnally used
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to further study the charge ordering and the present temperature induced valence phase transition.

1

Introduction

In the eld of rare-earth element chemistry, the predominant
oxidation state of the lanthanoides is the trivalent one. Cerium,
praseodymium or terbium exhibit an additional tetravalent
oxidation state while for samarium, europium and ytterbium an
additional divalent oxidation state exists.1–3 The resulting
physical phenomena are numerous, e.g. mixed/intermediate
valences in compounds with inequivalent crystallographic
cationic sites (Eu3O4,4–6 HP-Tb3O5,7 EuSr2Bi2S4F4 and
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Eu2SrBi2S4F4,8 Ce2Rh3Sn5 (ref. 9)), inhomogeneous mixed
valence states (Sm3S4,10,17 Eu3S4,10 or EuPtP11) as well as intermetallic valence uctuating materials (CeAl3,12,13 Yb4Pt9Ga24,14
CeMo2Si2C,15 CeRu1xNixAl16).18 Kondo states or heavy fermion
behavior are other prominent physical features, attributed to
valence instabilities. Temperature or pressure dependent
valence phase transitions in contrast are rather rare. Transitions of this type are found e.g. in metallic Ce,19 in the double
perovskites Ba2PrRu1xIrxO6 (ref. 20) or in the samarium monochalcogenides SmCh (Ch ¼ S, Se, Te).21,22 In EuPtP two new
pressure induced valence ordered structures were observed,23
while EuCo2As2 (ref. 24) and YbAl3 (ref. 25) exhibit pressure
dependent shis of their valence. Finally, intermetallic EuPd2Si2 (Ttrans  200 K)26 and Eu2Pt6Al15 (Ttrans  45 K)27 as well as
the solid solutions CeNi1xCoxSn (x ¼ 0.4; Ttrans  95 K)28 and
YbxIn1xCu2 (x ¼ 0.4; Ttrans  50 K)29–31 exhibit temperature
dependent valence phase transitions.
Herein, we report on the temperature induced valence phase
transition in intermetallic YbPd2Al3 (YNi2Al3 type,32 P6/mmm, Z
¼ 3) from intermediate valent Yb at high temperatures to
divalent Yb at low temperatures. Upon localization of an
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electron, a paramagnetic to Pauli-paramagnetic transition
occurs at Tanomaly ¼ 110(1) K, which can be observed as a drastic
drop in the magnetic susceptibility. The Yb3+ / Yb2+ valence
phase transition is furthermore visible in an expansion of the c
lattice parameter during cooling, observed in temperature
dependent single-crystal and powder X-ray diﬀraction experiments of YbPd2Al3 and the solid solution Yb1xCaxPd2Al3 (x ¼
0.33, 0.67, 1). The (eld dependent) specic heat capacity and
the electrical resistivity were investigated to underline the
proposed valence phase transition, XPS measurements underline the mixed-valent Yb state at room temperature.

2 Experimental section
2.1

Synthesis

Starting materials for the syntheses of YbPd2Al3 and the
members of the Yb1xCaxPd2Al3 series (x ¼ 0.33, 0.67) as well as
CaPd2Al3 were ingots of ytterbium (Smart Elements, 99.99%),
calcium pieces (Alfa Aesar, 99.5%), palladium sheets (Agosi,
99.99%), and aluminum turnings (Koch chemicals, 99.99%).
The calcium ingots were stored under argon; surface impurities
were removed mechanically prior to the synthesis. The elements
were weighed in the respective atomic ratios and arc-welded33 in
tantalum tubes under a dried argon atmosphere of about 800
mbar. The argon gas was puried over titanium sponge (873 K),
molecular sieves and silica gel prior to use. The metal tubes
were placed in the water-cooled sample chamber of a highfrequency furnace (Hüttinger Elektronik, Freiburg, type TIG
1.5/300 and TIG 5.0/300) in owing argon.34 The samples were
rapidly heated to 1473 K, kept at that temperature for 10 min,
annealed for another 5 h at 1023 K and nally rapidly quenched
by switching oﬀ the high-frequency generator. The temperature
was controlled using a radiation pyrometer (Metis MS09, Sensortherm, accuracy: 50 K). In all cases, the compounds could
easily be separated from the ampoules and no reactions with
the container material were observed.

2.2

X-ray diﬀraction

The polycrystalline Yb1xCaxPd2Al3 (x ¼ 0, 0.33, 0.67, 1) samples
were characterized by Guinier patterns (imaging plate detector,
Fujilm BAS-1800) with Cu Ka1 radiation and a-quartz (a ¼
491.30 and c ¼ 540.46 pm) as an internal standard. The lattice
parameters were deduced from least-squares ts of the Guinier
data35 using the structural models determined by singlecrystal X-ray diﬀraction experiments. For the solid solution
Yb1xCaxPd2Al3 (x ¼ 0, 0.33, 0.67, 1) Vegard's law-like behavior
was observed for the unit cell volume along with a linear trend
of the hexagonal lattice parameters (Table 1). Temperature
dependent powder X-ray diﬀraction experiments between 10
and 300 K were conducted on a Huber G670 Guinier Imaging
Plate diﬀractometer (Co Ka1 radiation, Ge-111 monochromator,
silicon as external standard) with Low Temperature Device
670.4 and closed cycle He cryostat (Lakeshore temperature
controller, model 331). The lattice parameters of the temperature dependent measurements are listed in Table S1.†
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Table 1 Lattice parameters of the Yb1xCaxPd2Al3 series (x ¼ 0, 0.33,
0.67, 1), space group P6/mmm, Z ¼ 3, determined by temperature
dependent single-crystal X-ray diﬀraction and by room temperature
Guinier powder X-ray diﬀraction

Compound

T (K)

a (pm)

c (pm)

V (nm3)

YbPd2Al3a
YbPd2Al3a
YbPd2Al3a
YbPd2Al3b
Yb0.68(1)Ca0.32(1)Pd2Al3a
Yb0.67Ca0.33Pd2Al3b
Yb0.34(1)Ca0.66(1)Pd2Al3a
Yb0.33Ca0.67Pd2Al3b
CaPd2Al3a
CaPd2Al3b

90(2)
140(2)
300(2)
RT
RT
RT
RT
RT
RT
RT

928.02(6)
928.02(6)
929.56(7)
928.9(2)
930.98(7)
932.3(1)
933.53(7)
934.1(2)
936.28(6)
936.3(1)

422.22(3)
419.56(3)
420.16(3)
420.25(9)
421.40(3)
421.73(4)
422.66(3)
423.0(1)
423.96(3)
423.86(5)

0.3149
0.3129
0.3144
0.3140
0.3163
0.3174
0.3190
0.3197
0.3219
0.3218

a

Single-crystal data. b Guinier powder X-ray data.

Small single-crystals of the Yb1xCaxPd2Al3 (x ¼ 0, 0.33, 0.67,
1) series were selected from the obtained samples. The crystals
were glued to thin quartz bers using beeswax and investigated
by Laue photographs taken on a Buerger camera (white
molybdenum radiation; imaging plate technique, Fujilm, BAS1800) in order to check their quality. Temperature dependent
intensity data sets of YbPd2Al3 were collected with a Stoe StadiVari four-circle diﬀractometer (Mo Ka radiation; l ¼ 71.073
pm; m-source; oscillation mode; hybrid-pixel-sensor, Dectris
Pilatus 100 K (ref. 36)) with an open Eulerian cradle setup.
Additional measurements at room temperature were conducted
on a Stoe IPDS-II image plate system (graphite monochromatized Mo Ka radiation; l ¼ 71.073 pm; oscillation
mode). Numerical absorption corrections along with scaling
(for the StadiVari data sets) were applied. To obtain further
information about possible site preferences (Yb:Ca) within the
solid solution, four independent single-crystals of the
samples with the nominal compositions Yb0.33Ca0.67Pd2Al3 and
Yb0.33Ca0.67Pd2Al3 were collected each (Table S2†). Details about
the data collection and the crystallographic parameters are
summarized in Tables S3–S6.†
CCDCs 1868211, 1868849, 1875396, 1880784–1880786,
1892594, 1892597–1892598, 1895369–1895370 and 1910744
contain the supplementary crystallographic data for this
paper.†
2.3

Physical property investigations

Susceptibility measurements. Magnetic susceptibility
measurements were conducted on a Quantum Design Physical
Property Measurement System (PPMS). For the dc-susceptibility
measurements, powdered samples of the Yb1xCaxPd2Al3 (x ¼
0, 0.33, 0.67, 1) series were loaded in polyethylene (PE) capsules
and attached to the sample holder rod of a Vibrating Sample
Magnetometer (VSM) unit for measuring the magnetization
M(T,H). The samples were investigated in the temperature range
of 3–395 K with external magnetic elds up to 90 kOe. YbPd2Al3
was further investigated by ac-magnetic susceptibility
measurements. Therefore, the powdered sample was enclosed
in a thin-walled gelatin capsule attached to a drinking straw
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(Quantum Design). In-phase c0 (u,T) and out-of-phase susceptibilities c00 (u,T) were recorded in the temperature range of 97 to
117 K with external dc magnetic elds up to 20 kOe and one
data point every 0.5 K.
Heat capacity. For the heat capacity measurements of
YbPd2Al3, one piece of the sample was xed to a pre-calibrated
heat capacity puck using Apiezon N grease and investigated in
the temperature range of 2–300 K. Additionally eld dependent
heat capacity measurement with external elds of 10, 50 and 90
kOe were conducted.
Electrical resistivity. For the resistivity measurements,
a polycrystalline sample of YbPd2Al3 was cold-pressed into
a pellet with ø ¼ 4.5 mm, d ¼ 1.2 mm and sintered at 823 K for
14 d in an evacuated silica ampoules in order to reduce grain
boundaries. The resistivity measurement was carried out in the
AC transport mode37 of the PPMS. The ACT puck was modied
by a van-der-Pauw37 press contact assembly purchased from
Wimbush Science & Technology. The probes are spring
contacts, gold plated over nickel; the distance between the pins
was set to 2 mm. The resistivity was measured between 2–300 K
with a data point every 1 K up to 95 K, every 0.1 K between 95.1
and 119.9 K and a data point every 2 K up to 300 K. A maximum
current of 10 mA was used; the AC frequency was set to 29 Hz
with a measurement time of 1 s. The recorded data of channel 1
& 2 was converted according to the van-der-Pauw equation given
in the Quantum Design Application Note 1076-304.
2.4. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
X-ray photoelectron spectra were measured using an Axis-Ultra
spectrometer (Kratos, Manchester, UK) in ultrahigh vacuum
(pressure < 107 Pa). Monochromatic Al Ka radiation (hn ¼
1486.6 eV) was used with a 12 kV accelerating voltage and 10 mA
emission current. The charge neutralizer was run with a lament current of 1.82 A, a charge balance of 2.25 V and a lament
bias of 1.0 V. A pass energy lter of 40 eV was applied to the
hemispherical analyzer (electrostatic lens mode), enabling
high-energy resolution for narrow scans with a step size of
0.1 eV at a dwell time of 4 s. Cold-pressed pellets (ø ¼ 4.5 mm,
d ¼ 1.0–1.5 mm) of polycrystalline YbPd2Al3, Yb0.67Ca0.33Pd2Al3,
Yb0.33Ca0.67Pd2Al3, and CaPd2Al3 along with a piece of
elemental palladium were attached to the XPS sample holder
using conductive carbon tape. An area of about 1  2 mm2 on
the samples surfaces were irradiated at an X-ray incidence angle
of 30 relative to the sample normal. Due to diﬀerent static
charge phenomena of the samples, the C 1s signal, caused by
organic surface contaminations, was used as an internal reference and its binding energy was set to 285.0 eV (referenced to
the Fermi level) for all samples. The peak positions were
determined by Gaussian ts of the spectra and are listed in
Table 2.

3 Results and discussion
3.1

Structure renement

A selected single-crystal of YbPd2Al3 was rst measured at 300 K
and a careful analysis of the obtained data set indicated
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Table 2 Binding energies determined by XPS for YbPd2Al3,
Yb0.67Ca 0.33Pd2 Al3 , Yb0.33 Ca 0.67Pd2 Al3 and CaPd2Al 3 along with
data from the literature. Standard deviations are within 0.2 eV

YbPd2Al3a
Yb0.67Ca0.33Pd2Al3a
Yb0.33Ca0.67Pd2Al3a
CaPd2Al3a
Yb71
Yb2O3 (ref. 71)
Pda
Pd72
Pd73
PdAl3 (ref. 72)
CaO65
CaCO3 (ref. 66)
CaMoO4 (ref. 67)
a

Yb0 4d

Yb2+ 4d

Yb3+ 4d

Pd 3d

Ca 2p

—
—
—
—
181.2
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

182.5
182.4
182.8
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

185.6
185.7
185.9
—
—
185.4
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

335.1
335.3
335.3
335.4
—
—
335.5
335.2
335.3
337.7
—
—
—

—
347.3
347.3
347.3
—
—
—
—
—
—
347.1
347.1
347.4

This work.

a hexagonal primitive lattice. During the renement, space
group P6/mmm was found to be correct; isotypism with the
YNi2Al3 type structure32 was already evident from the Guinier
powder pattern and from a systematic check of the Pearson
database.38 The structure solution was conducted using the
SuperFlip algorithm.39 All structures were rened on F2 with
anisotropic displacement parameters for all atoms using
Jana2006.40,41 As a check for the correct composition, the occupancy parameters were rened in a separate series of leastsquares cycles. All sites were fully occupied within three standard deviations with exception of the solid solution (vide infra).
No signicant residual peaks were evident in the nal diﬀerence
Fourier syntheses. The nal positional parameters and interatomic distances are listed in Tables S5 and S6.† The Yb:Ca site
occupancies of the single-crystals obtained for members of the
solid solutions are additionally listed in Table S2.† Due to the
unusual anomaly visible in the susceptibility measurement
(vide infra) additional data sets of YbPd2Al3 were recorded at 140
and 90 K. Data sets of the single-crystals obtained from the
samples with nominal compositions Yb0.67Ca0.33Pd2Al3 and
Yb0.33Ca0.67Pd2Al3 as well as CaPd2Al3 were recorded at room
temperature. The obtained data sets of all measurements were
handled as described above; the results will be discussed in the
crystal chemistry section below.
3.2

Temperature dependent powder X-ray diﬀraction

Guinier powder patterns were recorded of all prepared samples
to check for phase purity and rene the lattice parameters
(Table 1). Additionally, temperature dependent powder X-ray
diﬀraction patterns of YbPd2Al3 were recorded between 10–
300 K upon cooling with intervals of 10 K from 10–90 and 120–
300 K, between 90 and 120 K intervals of 5 K were used. In order
to obtain the powder lattice parameters, the unit cell dimensions of the 90 K single-crystal measurement were used as
starting point and rened using WinPLOTR42 of the FullProf
Suite.43 The lattice parameters and the unit cell volumes obtained from these measurements are listed in Table S2† and
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Fig. 1 Temperature dependent lattice parameters of YbPd2Al3 obtained from temperature dependent powder X-ray diﬀraction experiments upon cooling from 300 to 10 K and from single-crystal X-ray
diﬀraction experiments.

depicted in Fig. 1, along with the unit cell parameters obtained
from the single-crystal X-ray diﬀraction experiments. With
decreasing temperature, both a and c axis initially contract until
120 K. At lower temperatures, however, a quite drastic
expansion of 3 pm for the c axis is visible, starting around 105
K. The a axis in contrast does not show this eﬀect.

3.3

Crystal chemistry

YbPd2Al3 and the other representatives of the solid solution
Yb1xCaxPd2Al3 (x ¼ 0.33, 0.67, 1) all crystallize in the hexagonal
crystal system with space group P6/mmm in the YNi2Al3 type
structure. No superstructure reections as in ErPd2Al3 (ref. 44)
were observed. The structure description and discussion in the
following paragraphs is based on the 300 K measurement of
YbPd2Al3. The crystal structure can be described by a polyanionic [Pd2Al3]d framework with two crystallographically
independent Yb atoms residing in the cavities of the polyanion
(Fig. 2). Within the polyanionic network short heteroatomic Pd–

Fig. 2 Extended unit cell of hexagonal YbPd2Al3 (YNi2Al3 type)
depicted along [001]. Yb atoms are shown in blue, Pd atoms in black
and Al atoms in white.
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Al distances of 254 (Pd–Al2) and 259 pm (Pd–Al1) are found
along with longer homoatomic Al–Al (278 and 283 pm) and Pd–
Pd distances (299 pm). The observed interatomic Pd–Al
distances are in line with those found in binary PdAl45 (264 pm,
CsCl type), PdAl2 (ref. 46) (255 pm, Co2Si type), Pd5Al3 (ref. 46)
(250–287 pm, Rh5Ge3 type) or ternary YbPdAl47,48 (256–267 pm,
TiNiSi type) and Yb8Pd24Al49 (253 pm, Ce8Pd24Sb type). The
homoatomic distances are in line with those reported e.g. for
elemental Al50 (286 pm), binary Pd5Al3 (ref. 46) (Pd–Pd ¼ 271–
306 pm) or ternary Yb8Pd24Al49 (Pd–Pd ¼ 266–307 pm). The two
independent Yb atoms both reside in a sixfold capped hexagonal prism, depicted in Fig. 3. The interatomic Yb–Pd distances
range from 300–317 pm, the Yb–Al contacts from 324–352 pm.
Both are in the same range as those in e.g. YbPdAl47,48 (Yb–Pd ¼
286–303 pm, Yb–Al ¼ 306–326 pm).
Upon cooling, the unit cell contracts (vide supra), therefore
the respective interatomic distances contract accordingly when
cooling from 300 to 140 K. When decreasing the temperature
further to 90 K, the Yb1–Al1, Yb1–Al2, Yb2–Al1 (Fig. S1,† top)
and Yb1–Pd (Fig. S1,† bottom) distances increase, also in line
with the observed unit cell changes. The interatomic Yb2–Pd
and Pd–Pd distances in contrast slightly decrease (Fig. S1,†
bottom). This, however, is not surprising since they form the
caps of the hexagonal prism. Upon expansion of the prism
along [001] the caps move towards the center of the prisms,
shortening the respective Yb2–Pd and Pd–Pd distances. It is
important to note again, that no structural transition was
observed, the hexagonal space group symmetry remains at 90 K.
For the members of the solid solutions Yb1xCaxPd2Al3 with x
¼ 0.33 and 0.67, mixing of Yb and Ca on the two crystallographic
Yb sites (1a and 2d) was observed. For both compositions, four
single-crystals each were selected and investigated, showing the

Sixfold capped hexagonal prisms surrounding the two crystallographically independent Yb atoms in YbPd2Al3. Interatomic
distances are given in pm. Yb atoms are shown in blue, Pd atoms in
black and Al atoms in white.
Fig. 3
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same Yb/Ca distribution. For nominal Yb0.67Ca0.33Pd2Al3 a distribution of 80(1)% Yb and 20(1)% Ca on the 2d site and 46(1)% Yb
and 54(1)% Ca on the 1a site was observed resulting to a rened
composition of Yb0.68(1)Ca0.32(1)Pd2Al3 for all compounds. For
nominal Yb0.33Ca0.67Pd2Al3 a distribution of 44(1)% Yb and
56(1)% Ca on the 2d site and 15(1)% Yb and 85(1)% Ca on the 1a
site was found leading to Yb0.34(1)Ca0.66(1)Pd2Al3 (Table S2†). This
narrow distribution is very intriguing and points towards
a potential charge ordering.

3.4

Physical properties

A powdered sample of YbPd2Al3 was rst investigated by dcmagnetic susceptibility measurements between 3–300 K in
zero-eld-cooled mode (ZFC) at 10 kOe. The susceptibility c and
its inverse c1 are depicted in Fig. 4 (top). With decreasing
temperature the susceptibility starts to rise, followed by a sharp
decrease at Tanomaly ¼ 110(1) K. The temperature of the anomaly
was determined from the maximum of dc/dT, plotted in blue.
Below 25 K the susceptibility rises again reaching c ¼ 0.0079(1)
emu mol1 at 3 K. This feature is likely to be caused by traces of
paramagnetic impurities such as Yb2O3 that orders antiferromagnetically at 2.3 K.51 In order to determine the eﬀective
magnetic moment, a t of the inverse magnetic susceptibility
between 175 and 300 K using the modied Curie–Weiss law with
c0 ¼ 1.28(1)  104 emu mol1 (obtained from CaPd2Al3 at 300
K) was conducted. The eﬀective magnetic moment is meﬀ ¼
2.75(1) mB, in line with the observations of the temperature
dependence of the eﬀective magnetic moment (vide infra). The
Weiss constant is qP ¼ 0.9(2) K, suggesting no dominant
magnetic interaction in the paramagnetic temperature regime. In
order to understand the behavior around T ¼ 110 K, the
temperature dependent eﬀective magnetic moment per Yb atom
was calculated according to
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
meff ¼ 8cT ;
and is plotted in Fig. 4 (middle, top). The eﬀective magnetic
moment initially increases almost linear with increasing
temperature starting at meﬀ ¼ 0.43(1) mB at 3 K before again
a rapid increase around Tanomaly ¼ 110(1) K is observed. Above
150 K the moment saturates with meﬀ ¼ 2.72(1) K at 300 K
measured at 10 kOe (meﬀ ¼ 2.59(5) K at 300 K measured at 50 Oe,
see Fig. S6†). The magnetization isotherms recorded at 3 and 10
K are slightly curved, the isotherm at 50 K is linear, typical for
a paramagnetic material, while the isotherm recorded at 150 K
nally exhibits a much stronger increase, in line with a higher
contribution of paramagnetic Yb3+ at this temperature (Fig. 4,
middle, bottom). The saturation magnetization at 3 K and 80
kOe is msat ¼ 0.05(2) mB, which is drastically lower compared to
the expected saturation magnetization of 4 mB according to gJ 
J for Yb3+. The reported magnetic behavior (reduced eﬀective
magnetic moment and low saturation magnetization), along
with the structural investigations, can only be explained if
YbPd2Al3 contains partially paramagnetic Yb3+ cations (4f13) at
higher temperatures, which are reduced to diamagnetic Yb2+
cations (4f14) below Tanomaly ¼ 110(1) K by a spontaneous electron localization from the conduction band.

11090 | Chem. Sci., 2019, 10, 11086–11094

Fig. 4 Magnetic properties of YbPd2Al3. Top: temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility (c and c1 data) measured in ZFC
mode at 10 kOe; dc/dT is shown in blue. Middle, top: temperature
dependence of the eﬀective magnetic moment; dmeﬀ/dT is plotted in
red. Middle, bottom: magnetization isotherms recorded at 3, 10, 50
and 150 K. Bottom: temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity (black) and heat capacity (red).
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A similar behavior, also featuring a sharp rise of the magnetic
susceptibility, was observed in the solid solution YbxIn1xCu2
with the strongest eﬀect for x ¼ 0.4.29–31 The sharp rise was
attributed to a spontaneous valence change from Yb2+ at low
temperatures to Yb3+ at high temperatures with Tanomaly  50 K.
The
observed
magnetic
behavior
is
furthermore
signicantly diﬀerent compared to intermediate valence or
valence uctuating ytterbium compounds like YbCu2Si2,52
Yb1xScxAl2,53 Yb2PdGe6,54 or Yb4Pt9Ga24,14 which can be
described by the interconguration uctuation (ICF) model
introduced by Sales and Wohlleben.52 The explanation of the
susceptibility data via a valence phase transition is also in line
with the observed structural eﬀects (vide supra), since Yb2+ is
signicantly larger than Yb3+ (113 vs. 86 pm2). An only partial
Yb3+ character above Tanomaly can be derived from the calculated
magnetic moment of meﬀ ¼ 2.72(1) mB at 300 K measured at 10
kOe, which is signicantly lower compared to the calculated
moment of mcalc ¼ 4.536 mB of a free Yb3+ ion. When looking back
at the crystal structure, the two Yb sites have diﬀerent site
multiplicities (Yb1 on 2d, Yb2 on 1a). Therefore, a charge separation into Yb2+ and Yb3+ is possible. When calculating the net
magnetic moment with the paramagnetic Yb3+ solely on the 2d
site an eﬀective moment of meﬀ,calc ¼ 3.70 mB is obtained, while
Yb3+ solely on the 1a site results in meﬀ,calc ¼ 2.62 mB. The latter
matches the observed eﬀective moment quite well. This
assumption is additionally underlined by the fact that the Yb1–
Pd and Yb1–Al distances enlarge upon the valence change from
Yb3+ / Yb2+ as seen from the temperature dependent single
crystal X-ray diﬀraction experiments. In order to check for
a structural segregation of Yb2+ and Yb3+, members of the solid
solution Yb1xCaxPd2Al3 with x ¼ 0.33 and 0.67 have been
synthesized. The results of these investigations will be discussed
below.
In addition to the dc-magnetization experiments, heat
capacity and electrical resistivity measurements have been performed. The heat capacity (Fig. 4, bottom, red) clearly shows
a sharp and intense l-shaped anomaly at Tanomaly ¼ 108.4(1) K,
in line with the other observed temperatures. Moreover, eld
dependent heat capacity measurements were conducted with
applied magnetic elds of H ¼ 0, 10, 50 and 90 kOe (Fig. S2†)
within a temperature range of 20 K around the anomaly. The
observed temperature shis are negligible, since all peak
temperature are the same within three standard deviations. The
change in the integrated areas can be explained by the stronger
magnetic elds. Field dependent susceptibility measurements
also indicate no temperature dependence of the anomaly
(Fig. S3†). As both, the heat capacity and the susceptibility
measurements show no signicant temperature dependent
shis, no magnetic ordering takes place at the anomaly, in line
with the M(H) investigations. Additional ac-magnetic susceptibility measurements conducted on YbPd2Al3 revealed no
frequency dependency of the zero-eld as well as eld dependent
in-phase c0 (u,T) and out-of-phase c00 (u,T) susceptibilities,
therefore excluding dynamic processes or spin-glass behavior55
(Fig. S4†). In the resistivity measurements (Fig. 4, bottom, black)
a nearly linear decrease is visible from 300 to 150 K before again
an abrupt decrease is observed, coinciding with the anomaly
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visible in the heat capacity. This decrease can be explained by
the localization of an electron into the open-shell 4f13 conguration of Yb3+ to form the close-shell Yb2+ (4f14) ion. The present
behavior is comparable to the Kondo/impurity scattering
observed for trivalent intermetallic cerium compounds (4f1), e.g.
Ce3Al56 or Ce3Al11,57 in which the resistivity drops signicantly
below the Kondo temperature. Trivalent Yb compounds act as
‘hole’ equivalents to the cerium compounds.
As mentioned before, the calculated magnetic moment of
YbPd2Al3 is nearly in line with one Yb3+ and two Yb2+ ions per unit
cell. Therefore, the divalent Yb2+ ions were replaced by the also
diamagnetic Ca2+ ions, which are similar in size (Ca2+: 106 pm;
Yb2+: 113 pm2) leading to an ideal formula of Yb0.33Ca0.67Pd2Al3.
Additionally, also Yb0.67Ca0.33Pd2Al3 and the diamagnetic
CaPd2Al3 were synthesized. All compounds were structurally as
well as magnetically characterized. They exhibit a linear trend in
the unit cell volume, known as Vegard behavior as well as a linear
trend in the hexagonal lattice parameters (Table 1). The magnetic
behavior is plotted in Fig. S5.† In comparison with YbPd2Al3, the
Ca-containing members of the solid solutions Yb0.33Ca0.67Pd2Al3
and Yb0.67Ca0.33Pd2Al3 also exhibit a paramagnetic behavior, in
line with Yb3+ contributions. From the magnitude of the
magnetic susceptibility and the eﬀective magnetic moment, it is
evident that the amount of trivalent Yb atoms is decreasing
(Fig. S6†). As expected, CaPd2Al3 nally exhibits a temperature
independent diamagnetic behavior (cdia ¼ 1.28(1)  104 emu
mol1 at 300 K). When looking at the data of Yb0.33Ca0.67Pd2Al3
and Yb0.67Ca0.33Pd2Al3, the “bump-like” feature is smeared and
stretched over a larger temperature region; hence measurements
up to 395 K were conducted. This behavior can be explained by
the disorder in the solid solutions and the distribution of Ca and
Yb on the two available crystallographic sites (1a and 2d), which
has been proven by single-crystal structure investigations
(Table S2†). However, due to the mixing of Yb and Ca, no strict
charge separation is present.

3.5

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)

When looking at intermetallic compounds with the general
composition RExTyXz (RE: rare-earth element, T: transition
metal/group 6–12, X: element of group 13–15) the transition
metal, especially when being a 5d element, is the most electronegative element involved. We have shown for a number of gold
(e.g. Na2Au3Al,58 AEAuX (AE ¼ Ca–Ba, X ¼ Al–In),59 AEAu2Al2 (AE
¼ Ca, Sr)60 or Ba3Au5Al6 (ref. 60)) or platinum intermetallics (e.g.
Ba3Pt4Al4 (ref. 61) and REPt2Al3 (RE ¼ Y, Dy–Tm) series62) that
a signicant electron transfer onto the 5d metal takes places. For
the presented compounds, electronegativities of 1.00 (Ca), 2.20
(Pd) and 1.61 (Al), according to the Pauling scale, are found.2 For
Yb no value is listed on this scale, however, for the neighboring
elements values of 1.25 (Tm) and 1.27 (Lu) are reported, making
Pd again the most electronegative element.2 Since the most
electronegative elements acquire additional electron density,
a shi towards lower binding energies can be observed in the
respective XPS measurements.58–61
Fig. 5 (top) depicts the XPS spectra of the Pd 3d and Ca 2p
lines of elemental Pd (black), YbPd2Al3 (red), Yb0.67Ca0.33Pd2Al3
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(green), Yb0.33Ca0.67Pd2Al3 (blue), and CaPd2Al3 (orange). As can
be seen from the plot and the data in Table 2, only minor shi of
the 3d5/2 and 3d3/2 lines of the Pd reference and the investigated
compounds can be observed. This is at the rst glimpse slightly
surprising, but can be explained in a straightforward manner.
First, the electronegativity diﬀerence between Pd and Al is
smaller compared to e.g. Pt/Al or Au/Al. Also all investigated
compounds exhibit more Al than Pd atoms (atomic ratio
3 : 2). Hence, electrons are needed for additional bonds in the
[Pd2Al3]d polyanion, reducing the electron density at the Pd
atoms. In total, the electron density is close to metallic palladium with a small shi to lower binding energies, indicating
a slightly negative charge on the Pd atoms. Additionally, a rather
pronounced ‘two-peak’ structure is observed for YbPd2Al3. For
the other investigated compounds, a tailing of the peaks
towards higher binding energies is visible. This can be
explained by so-called shake-up related eﬀects.63,64 Aer photoionization, ions can be le in an excited energy state, which lies
a few eV above the ground state. In these cases, the kinetic
energy of the emitted photoelectron is reduced and can be seen
as an additional peak at a higher binding energy compared to
the main line. For metals, conduction electrons also can
undergo shake-up events that follow the basic core electron
photoemission. In these cases, instead of a discrete structure
also only a tail on the higher binding energy side of the main
can be evident. Similar eﬀects, also causing satellite transitions
are shake-down and shake-oﬀ events. For Yb0.67Ca0.33Pd2Al3,
Yb0.33Ca0.67Pd2Al3 and CaPd2Al3, additionally the Ca 2p lines
are observed in this region. These are in line with typical inorganic calcium compounds, e.g. CaO,65 CaCO3,66 or CaMoO4,67
proving the electron transfer from the alkaline-earth atoms and
the formal divalent oxidation state for calcium.
Fig. 5 (middle) depicts the XPS spectra of the Yb 4d lines of
YbPd2Al3 (black), Yb0.67Ca0.33Pd2Al3 (red) and Yb0.33Ca0.67Pd2Al3
(blue). The spectrum consists of ve peaks that are easy visible
(labeled a to e), which are caused by Coulomb and exchange
interactions of the Yb3+ (4f13) open shell ions. According to the
literature,68,69 the peak a is attributed to 3H6 and 1G4 terms, the
small peak c corresponds to the 3G6 and 1F3 terms, while nally
the broad peaks d and e can be assigned to the 3G4, 3D3 and 3P2 as
well as the 1H5 terms, respectively. Peak b originates from the 1D2
and 3H5 terms, which overlaps the 4d3/2 peak (b0 ) of the divalent
Yb atoms. These Yb2+ ions show a rather simple spectrum due to
the completely lled 4f states. Hence, the exchange interaction
between a core hole and the 4f electrons is negligible. The
spectrum consists of a doublet of the 4d5/2 (a0 ) and 4d3/2 (b0 ) peaks
with a relative intensity ratio of 3 : 2, which has been xed during
tting. The observed t of the spectrum of YbPd2Al3 is depicted
in Fig. 5 (bottom), the ts of the spectra of Yb0.67Ca0.33Pd2Al3 and
Yb0.33Ca0.67Pd2Al3 are shown in the ESI† in Fig. S7 and S8.† Since
no cleaving or Ar+ sputtering of the specimen was possible,
surface oxidation due to sample handling in air or oxidation
l
under X-ray radiation ðYb2þ / Yb3þ Þ occurred. Similar X-ray
induced oxidation processes have been observed for e.g.
EuCl2,70 where besides Eu2+ also signicant amounts of Eu3+ are
visible in the XPS investigations. Subsequently, the relative Yb3+/
Yb2+ ratio is signicantly biased and cannot be used for the
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Fig. 5 (Top) X-ray photoemission spectra of the Pd 3d and Ca 2p lines
of elemental Pd (black), YbPd2Al3 (red), Yb0.67Ca0.33Pd2Al3 (green),
Yb0.33Ca0.67Pd2Al3 (blue), and CaPd2Al3 (orange). (Middle) Xray photoemission spectra of the Yb 4d lines of YbPd2Al3 (black),
Yb0.67Ca0.33Pd2Al3 (red), and Yb0.33Ca0.67Pd2Al3 (blue). The background of YbPd2Al3 is depicted as solid grey line. (bottom) Fit of the Xray photoemission spectra of the Yb 4d lines of YbPd2Al3. The sum is
depicted in red. (CPS ¼ counts per second, linear scale).
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determination of the amount of Yb2+ present in the sample.
However, the presence of both lines still proves the presence
of both, di- and trivalent Yb atoms. A better quantication
might be achievable using Hard X-ray Photoelectron
Spectroscopy (HAXPES) investigations which can monitor the
Yb 3d3/2 and 3d5/2 or XANES measurements.

4. Conclusion
YbPd2Al3 and its solid solution Yb1xCaxPd2Al3 (x ¼ 0.33, 0.67,
1) have been synthesized from the elements using sealed
tantalum ampoules. The compounds crystallize in the hexagonal YNi2Al3 type structure (P6/mmm) with lattice parameters of
a ¼ 930–936 and c ¼ 420–424 pm. During dc magnetic
susceptibility measurements, an anomaly at Tanomaly  110 K
was observed. Antiferromagnetic ordering was discarded due to
the recorded magnetization isotherms, the observed expansion
of the unit cell below Tanomaly and the absence of a signicant
shi in eld dependent heat capacity and dc susceptibility
measurements. The observed feature is also visible in
measurements of the electrical resistivity and the heat capacity,
in contrast, no dynamic features were observed in ac magnetization experiments. Therefore, this feature can only be attributed to a temperature induced ytterbium valence change. While
above 110 K a mixed-valent Yb state (as seen from the eﬀective
magnetic moment) is present, an intrinsic one electron reduction upon formation of a nearly diamagnetic compound at low
temperatures takes place. The temperature induced valence
change is not only characterized by the drastically expansion of
the c axis, observed in temperature dependent powder and
single-crystal X-ray measurements, but also by a signicant
distortion of the Yb1 polyhedra. XPS investigation proved the
presence of Yb2+ and Yb3+, however, overestimating the
amounts of trivalent Yb due to surface oxidation of the specimen. A possible explanation for this valence change is the
lower overall energy of the purely divalent system at low
temperatures, since the open shell 4f13 system of Yb3+ transitions into a fully closed shell Yb2+ (4f14) system.
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